The derivation of the virial theorem is presented both in classical and quantum mechanical approach. The kinetic energy and potential energy of the mechanical energy is converted to each other due to the virial theorem. Some of the dierent potentials are considered. For some of these potentials, the wavefunctions and energy eigenvalues of the Schrödinger Equation are derived.
Introduction
The design of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we wrote the virial theorem both for the classical and quantum mechanical cases by using the works done previously. In section 3, the wavefunctions of the Schrödinger Equation are written for dierent potentials due to the virial theorem. In section 4, the energy eigenvalues of the Schrödinger Equation are calculated in the same sense. The conclusion of this work is given in section 5.
The derivation of the virial theorem

Classical case
In the references [15] , the virial theorem is derived as follows:
here G is considered to be a quantity, p i the momentum, and r i the position of the particle in a stable system. Taking the derivative of Eq. 1, we get the equation:
The second term in the right hand of the Eq. 2 can be written as [5] :
Here T is the kinetic energy. If the quantity G is bounded in a time interval of τ , one can write:
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if the momentum is periodic. From Eq. 4 and 5 we get the equation
Equation 6 is the virial theorem derived in the classical case.
Quantum mechanical case
The time dependent Schrödinger Equation is
The derivative of expectation value of an operator A with respect to time is
We let A = r · p. Inserting this in Eq. 8, choosing A to be time-independent, and using time-dependent Schrödinger equation we obtain the following equation after some calculations
From the last equation, it is obvious that Equation 10 is the virial theorem derived in the quantum mechanical case.
The quantum mechanical virial theorem, including relativistic form, is widely used in the works for dierent purposes; for more information see [624] and the references therein.
(914)
The total mechanical energy of a system is the sum of the kinetic energy T and the potential energy V written as
(12) For a potential
where k is a constant and n = 0 and an integer, Eq. 11 can be written as
If we take n = 1 in Eq. 14, we get the total energy of the stable system in terms of potential energy as
The spatial and time-dependent Schrödinger Equations are p
respectively. By using Eq. 15 in Eq. 16, we can write
We are now ready to obtain the wavefunction for the potential V (r) = kr n with dierent n values. For the simplest case, we let the number n = 1. By putting V = kr in Eq. 17 we obtain the wavefunction as (19) For dierent values of the integer n, we can obtain different wavefunctions by inserting the dened potentials and integrating Eq. 17. It means that the type of the wavefunction depends on the type of the potential.
The energy eigenvalues of the Schrödinger equation for dierent potentials
We can write the Eq. 11 for n = −1 as
the same as derived in the classical case given by the Eq. 6. Then, the mechanical energy of the system due to the virial theorem is
where
By using Eq. 21 and 22, the Schrödinger Equation becomes
If we take ψ = e kr , the energy eigenvalues of the Eq. 23 are
Here, it must be noted that the application of the virial theorem to the Schrödinger Equation gives the same eigenvalues as in the quantum mechanics. Now we rewrite Eq. 11 as
Then, the mechanical energy can be written as
By using Eq. 26, for a spatial wavefunction u(r), the Schrödinger Equation takes the form
Choosing the potential as V (r) = kr n and solving the Eq. 27 for this potential we get the energy eigenvalues
If n = 1, the energy is just in the form of the work done by a force taking the particle to a distance r. If n = −1, the energy is in the form of the central or attractive potential. Also, the energy eigenvalues are in terms of the potential. The application of the virial theorem to the Schrödinger Equation is done in the reference [7] in a dierent way.
We are now looking the energy eigenvalues of the Eq. 27 for a Yukawa potential
By using this potential we get the solution of the Eq. 27 for the energy eigenvalues as
Again, the energy eigenvalues are in terms of the potential.
Conclusions
The virial theorem is derived in both of the classical and quantum mechanical approaches. Both derivations imply the same validity of the theorem. The theorem is applied to the Schrödinger Equation to obtain the wavefunctions and energy eigenvalues of the equation. As a result of the applications, it is concluded that the wavefunctions are dierent for each of the chosen potentials and energy eigenvalues are in terms of the potentials.
